
Notional Transactions   
Sometimes you may receive items or services free of charge or at a discount.    
There are two types of discount:   
• Non-Commercial Discount.  A non-commercial discount is a special discount that you, specifically, 
are given by suppliers. This may occur if another person, company or organisation supports your 
campaign.   
• Commercial Discount. Commercial discounts are those discounts available to other similar 
customers, such as discounts for bulk orders or seasonal reductions.  
  
You do not need to count commercial discounts, but you do need to count non-commercial 
discounts.   
 When you receive a non-commercial discount, you must report the value as notional spending in 
your return to us.   
  
Notional spending is calculated as the difference in value between the commercial rate for an item 
or service and the non-commercial discounted price that you paid (if it was free then you would 
count the entire commercial value).   
  
You must record the full cash value and notional value of these items or services on your return to us 
if:   
• you receive the item free of charge or at a non-commercial discount of more than 10%, and  
•  the difference in value between the commercial rate and what you pay is over £200   
  
Please state in the description of item or service box what percentage of discount was given.  This 
should be anything from 10% to 100%     
Example   
Blogshire printers is pro remain and gave you a 50% discount on a leaflet that cost £1000.  This 
discount is a non-commercial discount because it was a discount only available to the party and not 
to other customers, it was also over 10% discounted and the value of the discount was over £200.     
Therefore, you must report the cash you paid and the notional spending.  
On your spending return you should put two transactions, one for £500 in cash and one for £500 of 
notional spending.   
This £500 discount is also gift in kind donation and should be reported as such on your monthly 
donation return.     
  

Notional spending that doesn’t need reporting   
To reiterate you do not need to count items of notional spending that are either:    

• Commercial discounts of any value, or   

• Non-commercial discounts of £200 or less in value, or   

• Non-commercial discounts of 10% or less.   

  
Dates   
When you gather your information together you should identify three key dates for real money 
transactions and two key dates for notional transactions.   
You will be asked when you file your return to give these dates and it is vital to understand what 
they are referring to in each case.     
  
Real money transactions (for use when completing expense returns in Lighthouse) 
There are three dates that relate to a campaign expense paid with real money.  The law refers to this 
as a “claim” because the supplier claims the money from you in return for the goods or services.   



• Date expense incurred; this is the date you committed to making the spending, the date you 
placed the order or contracted with the supplier.   
• Date of claim for payment; this is the date that the supplier claimed the payment from you, it 
would be for instance the date on the invoice for the good or service.   
• Date claim paid; this is the date the supplier was actually paid.  Note: it is the date the supplier got 
paid not when you repaid someone’s expenses.   
  

Notional Transactions (includes items provided free or charge or donated)  

For notional transactions there are two dates that need to be recorded.   
• Date expense incurred, this is the date you committed using the item or service that was supplied 
as a non-commercial discount, for example or the date the goods are supplied to you. Note this 
called order date in the reporting system but means date received.  
• Notional incurred to date, this is the end date of the use of the item or service.   
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